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High School Only
HS01 - A Little Bit Of ✨Spice✨: The Importance of Diversity
In this workshop, delegates will learn about the importance of diversity in their councils and around
them with hands-on activities and intriguing discussions! They will learn that the knowledge they
have gained from their diverse surroundings works to better them as a person and create a more
effective council. Come learn what adding a little bit of ✨Spice✨ can do!

HS02 - Have A Cup Of Positivi-tea
It is known that a positive attitude creates a better mood and vibe in a group, or oneself. The same
benefits come from Tea (especially when making some)!! It can heal, soothe, and help, when you
combine the two you are getting double the experience and learning about positivity!

HS03 - Cultural Cuisine Connections
The “Cultural Cuisine Connections” workshop engages delegates in an active, entertaining way to
learn about developing connections within their council, those around them, and their student body.
By listening and building connections with others, a council is able to represent and provide services
and events for diverse groups of people in their school that may not be represented enough.

HS04 - Food For Thought
Our workshop gives advice to high school students on how to deal with different common situations
every high schooler goes through. These methods and information can be used on a day to day basis
for yours and others benefit.

HS05 - Group Growth: how to sow, grow, and harvest a successful council.
Our workshop is an interactive group gardening experience. Come plant the seeds of teamwork and
learn about how the growth of your group can affect your council and how best to work with your
group no matter what stage its on.

HS06 - Stirring Up Solutions
Sometimes, situations may not always have a designated “right” or “wrong” answer. Why may that
be? You’ll find out in this workshop! In our workshop, we will teach you about the importance of
problem solving in a group and how individuals respond to conflicts based on their own ethical
outlook.

HS07 - Mixing Bowl of Diversity
Break common stereotypes and learn about the importance and benefits of being accepting and
inclusive in your council. Apart from learning about diversity, explore the leadership skills of public
speaking and cooperation in fun activities like dancing, trivia games, and crafts.
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HS08 - Grow As We Go
Our workshop is about acknowledging that everyone is diverse, but people could be going through
the same thing and you would never know it. This workshop focuses on learning about personal
growth.

HS09 - Every ingredient counts-group dynamics & team building
Learning how to be an effective leader by: working on team building skills, discovering the skills of a
variety of people, and knowing the difference between a group and a team. Every member of your
group makes a ripple!

HS10 - The Recipe for a Successful Leader
“The Recipe for a Successful Leader” is an engaging and cohesive workshop that details several traits
and characteristics of a successful leader in a fun and easy-to-understand analogy: a food recipe!
The workshop culminates in a theatrical skit presentation performed by the delegates that utilizes
these traits in a mock group scenario.

HS11 - The Recipe for Teamwork
Delegates attending this workshop will be able to learn about teamwork and communication
through fun activities and engaging discussions. This workshop targets building fundamental skills
involved in teamwork while also highlighting the importance of teamwork  in relation to leadership.

HS12 - Kitchen Chatter
We all use communication throughout the entire day, but sometimes our communication can break
down. Come to our workshop to learn how you can improve your communication skills and how
they can help your leadership qualities in the future. Heck maybe you’ll even make some s’mores too.

HS13 - Cooking Up Communications: Social Media in Your Student Council
Social media is the communication of the now. In this workshop, you will learn how to use different
social media tools to communicate with your council, and lead it into the new age.

HS14 - How you can have your cake and eat it too: Student Advocacy
This workshop is designed for students with a strong interest in government, advocacy, and/or
youth empowerment. Here, you will learn about how you can and why you should get involved in
government at a young age! Led by the Student Representatives to the Pennsylvania Board of
Education, these workshop presenters have experience as student leaders in government, and are
passionate about their work and connecting with fellow young leaders like you!
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Both Middle School and High School
Please note that while ML and HS students may select these options, sessions at the conference will
not mix ML and HS students together.  So a 6th grader and 12th grader will not be in the same
session, but it might be Session 1� HS students, Session 2� ML Students, Session 3� HS Students

B01 - Social Equality: Make a Change
During this workshop, we will talk about how people of different ethnicities and people who identify
a certain way are affected by society. We're going to talk about how we can help our classmates feel
important, included, and like they deserve to be here. (Disclaimer:This workshop does touch on
serious topics like suicide.)

B02 - Balancing Your Plate: The Ultimate Guide to Time Management
Do you struggle with juggling all of your activities and tasks? “Balancing Your Plate” will teach you
how to effectively manage your time and workload in order to be healthy and stress-free! You will
also be able to understand the importance of time and task management through fun, interactive
activities that you won’t want to miss!

B03 - Lettin’ it be
In this workshop, delegates will learn the importance of positivity, self love, and showcasing your
strengths, along with how to implement positivity into your school's council and community!

B04 - Social Media 101
In this workshop, delegates will learn how to use social media to their advantage, especially student
council-wise. We will go over how to be positive, create school spirit, get people involved, and tips to
make your social media experiences positive.

B05 - Empathetic Leadership: How Not to Be a Gordon Ramsay in the Kitchen
We all know that Gordon Ramsay is probably NOT the most kind leader. Through this workshop, you
will learn how to lead with kindness, compassion, and create a team that cares for each other,
resulting in stronger, higher-quality results.

B06 - The Secret Formula to Time Management
In this Spongebob themed workshop, delegates will learn how to lower stress levels when
overwhelmed with several things. They will also learn tips and tricks on how to improve their time
management skills and recognize how to apply those steps in real life scenarios.

B07 - The Right Mixture for the Perfect Council!
This workshop is about positive mind setting. It is to help your council have more participation and a
positive attitude.
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B08 - How to Be S’more of a Leader!
Hey! Snuggle up for your very own fireside story! Follow Tristen and Jacey from Union Area High
School tell you about leadership and maybe have a sweet treat while doing it! Tell your favorite facts
around the fire but watch out for those mosquitos! Enjoy!

B09 - Layering the Foundations of Teamwork using the Cake Method
Layering the Foundations of Teamwork is all about solving problems and being an engaging team
member. In this workshop, you will learn how to apply the Cake method to problems in your
community and council.

B10 - Leading with Spirit
Many students may not feel welcomed at school, and spirit day is the perfect solution! Spirit days
help pull students together, and find excitement in coming to school. We’re here to help connect and
create ideas that can be brought back, and shared with the council.

B11 - Leader's Recipe for Behavior and Respect
Within our workshop you will learn what it really means to be a leader. Think about this, what are
the two characteristics a leader should possess? Come find out at a "Leader's Recipe for Behavior
and Respect"

B12 - Inducting Inclusivity
As leaders, we must have everyone in mind. People differ in race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender
identity, physical ability, and more and it is our job as leaders to make sure everyone is included.
This workshop will help leaders learn to handle situations in which inclusivity is not prioritized.

B13 - Morale
Rah, rah, sis, boom...blah? Does your school need an energy boost? Your council members? You?
Come to this workshop and learn some techniques about how to get more people excited and
engaged in your organization's activities and boost school spirit. You'll also network with others to
get fresh ideas to bring back to your school. Get ready to have some fun and get motivated to have
an amazing rest of the year!

B14 - Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) is the process of developing self-awareness, self-control, and
interpersonal skills that are vital for school and life success. Having strong social-emotional skills
enables you to cope with everyday challenges enabling you to benefit academically and socially. In
this workshop you will learn how to effectively problem-solve. You will also learn about
self-discipline, impulse control, and emotion management. You will learn the basics to provide a
foundation for positive, long-term skills.
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B15 - Civic Engagement
Want to learn about the world around you?  Want to learn how to make a difference in your
community and school?  Learn how you can develop as a leader and use civic engagement to do it!

B16 - PASC: A Recipe for Excellence
This workshop will take delegates through the ins and outs of the PASC Executive board. Delegates
will learn about the general purpose of the board, how the board operates and the role that student
board members play.

B17 - Stressful Cooking
Leadership can be stressful, anxious, and uneasy. Leadership is like cooking a difficult entrée,
sometimes you don’t know where to start or how to get to the end. Learn how to identify sources of
stress in your leadership and how you can use those ingredients you're given to create a
Masterpiece of Leadership.

B18 - Painting a SWEET Culture in and out of the Kitchen
This workshop focuses on creating a positive culture and empowering student voices in
communities.

B19 - Being at a Chef’s Best
This workshop educates delegates on the effects of social media on the mental health of young
adolescents.

B20 - Preparing A Baker's Dozen
Preparing A Baker's Dozen focuses on thirteen main ideas that can help leaders strengthen
important skills in order to become more prepared within their individual councils. Ideas include
situational leadership, accountability, mindfulness, stress management, task delegation, and more!

B21 - Workshop 'Til You Drop
Come to this interactive workshop and earn "PASC Bucks" to "purchase" everything you need to
design a workshop, so you can present at your next region, state, or even national conference!
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Middle School Only
ML01 - Time Management
This workshop is all about managing your time in a stress free and fun way. Our presentation will
help anyone with time management issues get better at using their time wisely and to its full extent.
Time management will also really help you grow your leadership skills and become a better member
of your council.

ML02 - Mixing up a recipe for good time management
Time Management is a staple in the stepping stones to developing your leadership skills. In this
workshop you will learn how to manage and organize how you use your time in a fun and creative
way.

ML03 - Recipe to a Successful Event
Recipe to a Successful Event is a workshop focused on teaching delegates on how to have a
successful event and how to advertise for it.

ML04 - Recipe for Defying Social Stereotypes
This workshop focuses on the importance of defying widely-accepted social stereotypes, from
gender and sexuality to racial and occupational.

ML05 - Let’s Taco-Bout Commitment
In this workshop, delegates will learn about commitment and how important it is to be committed to
things they start, from sports to school to day-to-day life.


